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Footnotes to the
Electronic Bauhaus 2010
When I presented first in 1987 my concept of an Electronic Bauhaus, I
pointed to the statement of Sibyl Moholy-Nagy that the school was the
catalyst of the visual revolution for the twentieth century. The content and
the dimensions have completely shifted since then towards greater scales,
greater demands. Our actual environment enlarged towards the biosphere,
mainly articulated and anticipated by researchers-philosophers like Vladimir
Vernadsky (1863-1945) and Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955). With Vernadsky the biosphere is as much or even more the creation of the Sun as the
manifestation of earthly processes. It is the idea of space and the biosphere
that enters into today’s Electronic Bauhaus. To be a student of space means
to be first of all a student of the biosphere.

Fig. 2: Playing the Underwater bell tower (Underwater Photo)
Photo: Jürgen Claus

Fig. 3: Solar Sculpture Models by Jürgen
Claus Photo: Jürgen Claus

My own artistic work is related since the late 1960th towards Ocean and
Solar sculptures and installations. Both these spaces have changed our
visual conception of this planet and the planet system as a whole. We artists
have developed strategies and materials for visual adventure in both spaces
– namely light, inflatables, weightlessness, freedom of movement, integration
of solar energy into our art. In my statement to the ISEA’94 Conference in
Helsinki I proposed a „Biosphere Interface: Education for Advanced Visual
Studies in the Solar Age“. If the change towards a Solar Age has to stabilize
our societies, our economies and educational systems it must be a cultural
one. Art is part of the continous critical as well as creative reflection of our
life within the biosphere.
It was in close collaboration with Dr. Wolfgang Schneider, the founder and
organizer of the internationally acknowledged Computer Art Competition in
Gladbeck, that I presented these topics in many lectures, articles and decisions during the last years.
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Fig. 1: Diver with Light Balls. (Underwater Photo) Photo: Jürgen Claus
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